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Editorial
Well, I did give notice in the Autumn issue of Kite Wings of my intention to resign
as your Editor at the AGM. I have to say that I have derived much pleasure from
producing your magazine since my first issue in Autumn 2007 when I published a
picture of an AA breakdown van and referred to it in the text on page 2 as an RAC
vehicle (whoops!). And so, after seven years, it is time to hand over the reins to a
new Editor and as I read through my first Editorial, I see that I wrote that ... one
volunteer is better that ten pressed men ... That gentleman then, who volunteered
at the AGM is Frank Wright.
I have agreed however to keep control of the printing since after two other printers produced
inferior copies, my printing company does excellent work at reasonable cost (if anyone wants
his details, please contact me). Distribution also, being Membership Secretary with all the
addresses, can safely be left with me. Finally, all that said, it just remains for me, as retiring
Editor, to wish our good friend Frank success with his new venture.

Thank you ... Vernon

Membership update
It has been a quiet six months, membership wise,
during which time we have managed to recruit
only one new member. So, on behalf of EKG, may
I welcome Dave Harvey, obviously a keen
member insomuch that he managed to find his
way to the AGM. I am sure that means that you
will get to as many flying meetings as possible
Dave (work commitments aside that is).

Thanks again ... Vernon

News from your favourite newspaper (unless of course you favour
"The Times"). This is the one that
DOESN'T have page 3 anymore,
well it does but not in the format of
a few months ago.
Anyway, I have only managed to
find one kite related "snippet"
which is reproduced below.

SPEED RECORD
Kiteboarder Steve Smith, 25,
believes he has set the land
speed record after reaching
36.07mph on Hayling Island,
Hampshire.

Chairman's message
Farewell all for your support, as your Chairman
that is. I will still try to get to as many meetings as
possible. It seems that we have now come to a
difficult point where we find ourselves without a
Secretary. Please step forward if you wish to see
the group continue. Looking forward to seeing you
on the field.

Best Wishes to you all ... Colin (retiring Chairman)

A typical kiteboarder as photographed
on Dunstable Downs during the Kite
Festival in 2013.

Front cover. Yet more line laundry. The four corners are the horses and birds as
mentioned in the New Years day fly-in report. And taking "centre stage" so to speak
is the latest acquisition by Daphne. Newly imported from the USA. and marketed by
Premier Kites, this is a creation by Juergen Ebbinghaus. An inflatable which comes in
three sizes - large, larger and "beware, low flying aircraft!" This one is the largest
and as well as being an attractive piece of line laundry can also be a stand alone kite,
as seen here.
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Essex Kite Group 38th AGM 15th March 2015
Present - Colin Kill (Chair), Ernie Williamson (Secretary), Vernon Read (Membership.
Secretary / Magazine Editor), Tony Gilbey (President), Daphne May, Frank Wright, Mark
Taylor, Sandra Williamson, Marc Bridge, Keith Marshall, Courtney Beckles,

Chairman’s Welcome - The Chair welcomed all to the 38th AGM. The year had been quite
successful and the club has been represented at festivals and events. The kite festivals &
workshops at Wick and Layer Marney had been particularly successful.
Unfortunately 2014 saw the sad passing of Glenda Tooke who supported the club in
every way possible & Mrs Pike a former secretary, magazine editor and great servant to
the club in the 80’s and continued her membership and support to the end.
Unfortunately the average age of the club members is increasing and it seems impossible to attract younger members, which is a problem not explicit to EKG but other clubs
also.
The committee would welcome younger & fitter persons to take over and I would gladly
stand down as with failing eyesight, hearing and dependent on others to get around a
fresher face would hopefully bring some vibrancy to the club and perhaps embrace a
more modern approach.

Apologies for absence received - Harry Saunders, Norman Cotterell, Margaret Read
Minutes of 37th AGM matters arising - None
Treasurer’s report - The statement of accounts was presented to the meeting. The
treasurer pointed out that subscription receipts had fallen. Printing, postage and admin.
expenses had been held in check as a number of magazines had been handed out at
meetings thereby keeping the cost of postage down (our friendly printer allowed me to
put the posted mags. through his business franking machine. Ed.). A new banner pole
had been purchased and memoriam tributes had been paid.
Total Income from subscriptions, net profits from kite workshops & displays, sale of
goods and raffle proceeds £898.40
Total outgoings, printing postage admin, Public liability Insurance, competition prizes,
tributes in memoriam, BKFA affiliation fees, Banner Pole. £646.69
2014 credit £251.71. A considerable fall on last year.

Secretary’s report - 2014/15 has seen a decline in the fortunes of Essex Kite Group as
has other clubs in the difficult economic climate.
The sad loss of Glenda & previously David Owen has meant our kite workshop team of
volunteers is no longer in sufficient numbers to enable us to continue delivering
children’s workshops unless more members commit to support.
The support for our twice monthly fly-ins has also dwindled sometimes no one turns up,
is it worth bothering I ask myself. We have averaged around 50 members for years but
only about 6 fly kites so the ability of the club to make any impact is limited.
On the subject of venues we have the possibility of 2 additional locations although they
have not yet been assessed. One is at the new Ingrebourne Wildlife Park to be opened at
the old Hornchurch airfield. It is council owned but will be operated by the Ingrebourne
Wildlife Trust. The Trust has made provisional enquiries for staging a Kite Festival &
Family Fun day to open their new Visitor centre in 2016 which is currently being
constructed.

Membership renewals now due - still only £5 per year
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The high point of the season was probably the Wick Festival attracting 300 or so visitors
outstripping all expectations. The Friends of Wick had advertised the event extensively
and thanks to good weather it was the most successful ever. The display being enhanced
by the attendance of international flyers Colin Marshall & Guy Reynolds with their large
inflatables.
The low point is, I gave notice at the last AGM that I would be standing down this year as
my family commitments are becoming more time consuming and I cannot attend &
support the club meetings as much as I would like and fulfil my kiting commitments
elsewhere. My plea last year for more volunteers to come forward obviously fell on deaf
ears. I am disappointed that I have been unable to inspire members to support the club,
its traditional activities, or take the club forward and grow.

BKFA
The BKFA has been in negotiation with insurance providers to provide a more comprehensive insurance for clubs and individual members of affiliated clubs. Unfortunately it will
not provide cover for power kites or for the USA and Canada but whether EKG wishes to
take up the insurance needs to be considered. The BKFA correspondence was read out to
the meeting and left with the committee to consider. The main advantage of the new
terms is the club and its flying members would be covered for activities when not at a
club event or flying independently.

Media
The web site has been overhauled by the webmaster Mark Taylor and a fabulous job he
has made of it. I congratulate Mark on the skill and effort he has put into the project and
many, many, thanks for the work he has done. No society can be without a web page, it is
the source of most of our enquires and contacts but I am sure Mark would appreciate
more support and interaction from the membership as I am sure the editor would for the
Kitewings club magazine for which I must thank him for the effort he puts in to produce
the magazine.

Easyfundraising
The fundraising facility set up 2013 has provided significant funds to the club and I thank
those members who signed up.
Unfortunately it is the same 4 subscribers No other members have registered this year.
I am sure more than 4 members buy articles on line remember all the comparison sites
are there for insurance, holidays, Amazon & EBay etc. plus all major stores.
If you’re browsing on line log on to www.easyfundraising.org.uk first before you browse
and buy.
Membership Secretaries Report - Membership has stayed fairly stable over the last few
years around the 50 mark but membership now stands at 40. New member Dave Harvey
was welcomed to the group and is known as Harvey.
Events & club fly-ins - Club fly-ins would continue at venues throughout Essex on the 1st &
3rd Sunday of the month. Dates and location will be published on the website and in the
magazine.

2015 Events requested so far Sunday 28th June. Herne Bay Memorial Park, Kent CT6 5DD
Sunday 2nd August. Therfield Heath, Royston, Herts. SG8 5BG
Sunday 6th September . Layer Marney Tower, Essex CO5 9US
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Don't forget your woven EKG badges, still available @ £3

Sunday 13th September. Wick Country Park, Essex SS12 9GP
Sunday 20th September. Capstone Kites & Bikes, Kent

Webmaster Report - MT reported no problems However he would appreciate more input
from the members and see more activity on the Forum.

Future of the EKG Kitewings Magazine - The editor VR reiterated to the meeting this
spring edition of Kitewings would be his last and was standing down from editor. Frank
Wright volunteered to take over.

Election of the Committee President - Tony Gilbey to continue
Chairman - Daphne May proposed EW seconded SJW.
Secretary - position vacant ... No volunteers!
Treasurer - Maurice Tooke to Continue
Membership Sec. - Vernon Read to continue
Magazine Editor - Frank Wright seconded DH
Webmaster - Mark Taylor
As no one would stand for secretary the club will continue without, until the position can
be filled.

Any other business 1. Provision of kite kits for the Friends of Wick Festival. Chairman CK did not agree
that the agreement that Hon. sec. EW had with the Wick committee was correct,
all be it had stood for the last 3 years unchanged. We EKG would provide 50 kites
FOC, over and above that we would supply at the normal price of £2 per kite. As
the event was so popular this year we provided 130 and the club benefitted by
£160. In most previous years less than 50. was provided. CK did not agree the
club should benefit and a heated discussion was had with EW.
To ease this impasse, FW put forward a proposal that we charge the above 50 at cost.
This was put to the vote and was carried 9 for 4 against.

2. Donations. EW Proposed a £50 donation to the Friends of Wick this was agreed
unanimously.
Meeting closed 4pm
Date of next AGM ... Date to be arranged.

Ernie Williamson (outgoing Secretary)
From the Archives 2007
Perrywoods Bob T. & Norman C.
Teston Bridge KKF Flowtails

S.A.E.please with postal membership renewals
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Kite Festivals and Events Spring/Summer 2015
List provided courtesy of the Kite Society of Great Britain (www.thekitesociety.org.uk) If you decide to
go to any festivals, remember that things can change, so it is advisable to check with the organisers
before making a journey. Otherwise, have fun!

April
25-26

Jolly Up 16, Cliddesden, Basingstoke

roy@kitesup.co.uk

2-3

Broad Haven Kite Fliers 'Rendezvous', beach flying at Broad
Haven, Pembrokeshire

bill.souten@mkf.org.uk
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Broad Haven Kite Fliers 'Rendezvous', flying at Hilton Court
Gardens, Roch, Pembrokeshire

bill.souten@mkf.org.uk

22-25

Margam Park Kite Festival, Margam Country Park, Margam,
Port Talbot, South Wales

margampark@npt.gov.uk

6-7

Mawddach Paddle Regatta & Kite Fly, on the beach opposite
the lifeboat station, Barmouth, North Wales

Waine Hucker

6-7

Basingstoke Kite Festival, Down Grange Sports Complex,
Pack Lane, Basingstoke

roy@kitesup.co.uk

13-14

Teston Bridge Kite Festival, Teston Country Park, Kent
(Provisional)

malcolmf@kentkiteflyers.com

20-21

Shropshire Kite Festival, Lacon Childe School, Love Lane,
Cleobury Mortimer, Shropshire DY14 8PE

kites@skybums.com

21

Streatham Common Kite Day, Streatham Common, London
SW16 3DW

kiteday2014@gmail.com

28

Herne Bay Kite Festival, Memorial Park, Kings Road, Herne
Bay, Kent CT6 5DD

malcolmf@kentkiteflyers.com

May

June
waine@barrikiteflyers.com

July
www.brightonkiteflyers.co.uk
festival@bkf.org.uk

11-12

Brighton Kite Festival, Stanmer Pk., Brighton East Sussex

11-12

Annual Barmouth Beach Kite Festival on the beach opposite Waine Hucker
waine@barrikiteflyers.com
the lifeboat station, Barmouth, North Wales

18-19

Leominster and Hereford Kite Festival, The National Trust,
Berrington Hall, Leominster, HR6 0DW

bill.souten@mkf.org.uk

25-26

Dunstable Downs Kite Festival, Whipsnade Road, Dunstable,
Bedfordshire LU6 2GY

joe@projectzip.co.uk

1-2

Jolly Up 17, Cliddesden, Basingstoke

roy@kitesup.co.uk

8-9

Teston Bridge Kite Festival, Teston Country Park, Kent

malcolmf@kentkiteflyers.com

15-16

Portsmouth International Kite Festival, Southsea Common,
Portsmouth

portsmouth@thekitesociety.org.uk

22-23

Bristol International Kite Festival, Durdham Downs, Bristol

info@abc-pr.co.uk

Kites over Bewl, Bewl Water, nr. Lamberhurst Kent TN3 8JH

malcolmf@kentkiteflyers.com

August

Sept.
5-6
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New years Day Fly in 2015 Hylands Park
The forecast for the day was overcast with rain coming in late afternoon and 20 mph winds. Much
better than we had the previous day, rain, rain, and more rain.
Sandra & I decided to arrive fairly early 10.00am(ish) as the park is very popular and parking can be
a problem as the day becomes alive. We picked up chairman Colin at about 09.15 and made our way
to Hylands Park driving through a little drizzle en route but clearing well before we arrived .
On arrival there were no kites flying but there was a brisk wind. I think for the first time ever the park
flag was flying proud at 90 degrees with its pole indicating a good consistent wind, something I
hadn’t experienced since returning from Fuerteventura .
Keith Marshall and John Fewell were already there, Keith texting the regulars to see if they were
coming and reporting the conditions. Wet and sticky underfoot but not to be unexpected considering
the rainfall the previous day, after all it is winter and the secret to having a good day is to dress for
the conditions. Plenty of layers, wind and water proof with good footwear, water proof boots or
wellingtons.
Checking the field it was a bit sticky in places but I decided that I would try the Flowform 7 with
Sandra’s horses Black Beauty & Red Rum as line laundry.
Finding a suitable spot, a good ground anchor was set up and the flying line run out and fixed to the
anchor. The horses were tethered to the line before launch as I know with the fresh wind, King Kong
wouldn’t be strong enough to get enough slack in the line to attach any laundry once the Flowform 7
had stretched its wings.
With everything attached and the anchor checked the Flowform was attached and allowed to unfurl.
The wind filled its cells and within seconds it powered itself to maximum height with the horses now
filled and stretching their legs as if galloping over the skies.
Satisfied that the Flowform was OK I noticed that Colin was struggling to launch his foil but with my
extra pair of hands he managed a launch but it was very unstable. Too much wind so after taking a
twist out on the bridle we attached a fluffy tail and a bucket drogue which achieved better stability
and surprised me as to how well it was flying.
By now, Frank and Daphne had arrived. Frank was persevering with great success with his Asian
fighters. Frank is at heart a fighter flyer and not so keen on display kites whereas Daphne was
driving her ground anchor home with a 7lb. sledge hammer in order to anchor her latest acquisition
which she had been awaiting from America. With Keith, John and Frank's help, she unfurled a giant
inflatable Ebbinghaus fish, about 15 metres in length, from the Premier Kites collection A truly
magnificent inflatable show kite which will fly without the usual lifter as demonstrated today. As it
gently inflated it began to rise into the sky. A magnificent crowd puller.
The faithful crows were next to be exercised, having not stretched their wings since flown in
Fuerteventura. As they fly around the main line they require space away from other kites so they
were set up over the far side of the field in line with the trees but well away so they appeared to be
flying above the trees as rooks and crows do. Eventually they were all airborne and looking great so
time for coffee.
After a break for coffee and a sandwich Vernon & Margret arrived unfortunately Margret had a cold
so stayed in the car while Vernon put together his Harlequin Box. Unfortunately it was rather
unstable in the freshening wind and a good balance couldn’t be found. It probably required a tail to
slow it down a bit but no one had anything suitable, so after a while he gave it best as Margret was
under the weather.
The wind was freshening and the clouds were getting lower when the Flow Form decided to do a 360
and its 75 ft pennant tail tangled with one of the crows pulling it into the path of 3 other crows which
obviously attacked furiously destabilising the Flowform causing it to fly across the crows main line
and the 1200lb Flowform line was immediately cut by the 120lb crow line. Fortunately the crows
hung on and everything came down in a heap.
Having untangled the crows they were re-launched but the Flowform bridles were in a mess and the
pennant tail was all knotted so I packed them away to untangle at home.
Vernon, Keith & John had already left as the conditions deteriorated and looked as if the promised
rain was on it’s way so we all started gathering in the remainder of the display packing it into the cars
and bade farewell to what had been an excellent flying day. Probably the best wind we have ever
had at Hylands over the years since we always seem to suffer from lack of wind at this venue. But
what was important was that we all had a blow of fresh air and exercise after all the over indulgence
of Christmas.

Ernie W. (Hon. Sec. retired)

Please visit your website for up-to-date info.
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KITES IN TANDEM
How do you like your kites? Are you content when they fly straight up and stay put, so that you can
go off and have a cup of tea and a chinwag? Or do you enjoy the challenge of a two- or four-liner? I
favour single line kites but preferably also with a bit of a challenge. This is provided by my Indian
fighters, but also by the set-up I describe below. Brush up your construction skills and have a go.
This consists of two small sleds attached to a 'trapeze' or 'boom'. Sleds are about the easiest kites to
make, so shouldn't give you much trouble.
See diagram 1. Cut two pieces of ripstop to the sizes given to make two kites. I like them of
contrasting colours. Cut out the central hole in the lower half.
Cut two longerons A and B from thin bamboo sticks and
attach them by sewing or using a glue such as Uhu. Punch a
hole in each wing and add an eyelet to strengthen it. Tie
separate bridle lines of equal length to each eyeletted hole
and tie the other ends into slices of plastic tube with inside
diameter of a quarter of an inch. The slices are also about a
quarter of an inch thick.
See diagram 2. The
trapeze is a length of
quarter inch dowel or
bamboo 37 inches long.
It has its own bridle,
Diag. 1
also ending in plastic
slices, attached about 3
inches from each end of
the dowel, with a loop in
All measurements in inches
the middle to attach to
your flying line. There is some strain on the dowel in
flight, so I have wrapped its central part with sellotape as
reinforcement.

Diag. 2

All measurements in inches

To fly the kite, slip the plastic slices at the end of each kite bridle
on to the dowel, where they should be a tight fit. They are spaced an inch or so apart. A moderate
wind is required to launch the tandem kite, as it is quite heavy for its size. The launch is the difficult
bit, as each of the two kites wants to do its own thing. With a loose length of line ready, I hold the
dowel trapeze to get the kites into a steady position before releasing them. They need to get well off
the ground quickly. In flight, the two kites work mostly independently and chase each other up and
down as they are caught by the wind. I refer to them mentally as Biff and Buff, in recollection of an
ancient Bradford and Bingley building society advert. As I said, a little bit challenging, but
considerable fun when they get going.
The chief difficulty with flying this set-up is the tendency of each kite to twist its bridle legs together,
shortening their length, which sleds do not like. I am wondering (after decades of flying them as
above) if attaching a short tail to each kite might keep them more steady.
An idea from our puzzle master Bill Longley and the size would seem to suit our kite workshop sleds. Since
kites seem to be more important than the intellectual side of magazine puzzles, perhaps some of you might be
inspired to give this one a go. Ed
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR etc.
The following letter/E-mail was recently received by Ernie from our distant "honourary"
member living in Germany. It is published here without any editing and is a reminder as
to just how old the Peter Powell kite is. I think I bought my first one in 1976 whilst on
holiday on the Isle of Wight. Ed.
Dear Ernie, Vernon, old uncle Tom Cobley et al !!
(Here - on The Continent - we would say : "Dear Kiting Brothers & Sisters!")
Just wanted to say many thanks again for ur luvverly EKG-Magazine !!
Upon receipt, I take it - together with a cool beer from the cellar - upstairs to my "Study" (Posh word
for the room where my laptop, desk and chair, Wardrobe with winter clothes, spare bed for visitors,
Stereo rack, CD's LP's, Orga-Rack for our planned Motorhome-Tours and an easy chair also happen
to be)...... and settle in to read it from front to back..... WOW !!
Reading the reports of your flying activities, I often regret not planning our UK-Tours to coincide with
some of your meetings and festivals..
ANYWAY, I read about "old codger" Peter Powell still doing his bit - and remembered the time in 10th
April 1976 where I have a notice in my diary :"Bournemouth /Saw Peter Powell Stunter in action for 1st time !"
This was during a holiday with my family in and around the
"Queen of the South". We were walking along the cliff-top - on a
fairly blustery day - and the beach was empty .... except for one
man waving his arms around on the edge of the waves.. Looking
closer, I noticed a large kite with a long tail which was flying
horizontally above the wavetops... Suddenly the kite flew onto the
sandy beach and "crashed".. Aaaahhhhh I thought, its broken..
But then I noticed that the man was pulling a third line with a fish
on it out of the waves.. Wellll, this somewhat fascinated me and I
went down to see if I could maybe help him "repair" his kite.. It
turned out to be one of the first production series of the now
World Famous Peter Powell Stunter Kite !!

And this is Tony himself,
seen on the right, on the occasion of the 2008 Suffolk
Kite Festival held on the old
WW II US airbase of Rougham near Bury-St-Edmunds.
Here seen with Vernon and
Margaret.

(Made of wooden dowels, plastic sail and 15ft. tube-tail)..
He told me that he had heard of Asian fishermen using a [singe
line] kite to catch fish from a boat - and had decided to see if it
worked with his new "toy" !!
Of course, I tried to buy his WFPPSK from him (even offering him
double the price!). But NO GO ... All I got was the address of one
of his friends who knew someone else in Cheltenham that lived
fairly close to Peter Powell.
Sooo, returning to Germany, it took me another six months to find
out the address of the production unit of the WFPPSK [which
turned out to be Peter's back room and a local shed!].. By this
time, the wooden dowels had been replaced by 6mm GFK-spars
and an "improved" Sail..
At that time I had a Mercedes 190 Diesel with a biig boot. So I
promptly drove to Cheltenham and returned with a bootfull of

WFPPSK's.
Shortly after that I registered a Company here and toured the German North-and-East Sea coasts on
weekends. In the mornings - straight after a good breakfast - I took my boys to the beach and did
some "Formation-Flying" with a stack of two or three WFPPSK's. After two weekends the boot was
empty [even at the then unheard-of price of 39,-DM/pce !]. So I took a short holiday again and
visited PP to get the "Exclusive Sales Rights" for Germany.
On the 10th of July 1977 I invited PP to come and do a flying show at the annual Mud-Flats-HorseRacing-Show in Cuxhaven. I remember that we both flew a red, yellow and blue 3er-stack which
also happened to be the colours of the North-Sea State.. This went down very well with the TV and
local radio teams.
Taking off from the mud-flats, the tube-tails filled up with sea water and ejected this above the
crowds as the kites flew over their heads...

S.A.E. please with postal membership renewals
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So we got some very welcome free advertising for our future "Beach-Tours" and got several
invitations to do (paid!) shows at other seaside sites.
I also remember driving to a show at Bremerhaven with PP - and [North-Sea = FISH!] Peter ordered
Fish-Curry and Chips !! What a life !!
Peter also came to our stand at the German/International Toy Fair in Nürnberg.
Later that year, I discovered Max Mowbury's ACE Kites and Don Dunford's kites (via Cochranes of
Oxford).....Not to mention some the WFPPSK-copies that were appearing on the Market.
During the years after that, we moved from the village blacksmith's hall and took a 99-year lease on
a 870Sqm pig farm barn - which we gutted and re-built as our own production unit.
Upon moving in, we bought a CAD cutting-machine which allowed us to cut hundreds of panels of
spinnaker-nylon within a few minutes..
This wasn't really "work" was it ?? It was so fascinating that time flew.
.... And this is the result of me seeing a foto of Peter in the EKG-Magazine !!

Yours very sincerely ... Tony Christopher

(Part 3 of 4) Looking into knotty problems

Double Overhand Loop (or Surgeon's Loop)
efficiency: 87.6% (another way to attach a swivel )
Tying this knot is self-evident. (The precise efficiency
rating on it came from a German magazine.)
It's just a simple overhand knot done twice, but it
works up tight almost like a blood knot.
Either loop the end through the eye of the swivel first
or else make a loop and use a Lark's Head Hitch
(thread the loop through the eye, then feed the
swivel through the loop).

Improved Clinch Knot efficiency: 95%
Also called I"mproved (or Tucked) Half Blood Knot"
For attaching line to snap swivel
This is a good knot for thinner lines. It's easy-to-tie and reliable.
1. Thread the line through the ring.
2. Take five turns around the standing part.
3. Dip the loose end through the loop
between the eye and the first twist.
4. Pass the end through the loop formed by
the loose end and the twisted part.
5. Pull on the end to tighten.
If the 5 turns won't tighten snugly, use a 3½
Turn Half Blood Knot or 3½ Turn Clinch
Knot (80% efficiency) instead, by omitting step
4 above.

This was going to be the last part of Ernie's collection
of kite knots, "hi-jacked" from the website of Dan Leigh kites www.deltas.freeserve.co.uk/home
with his permission. However, due to the constraints and format of the magazine, I have had to
carry the very last page over to the Autumn issue, with apologies to our new Editor.
Thankyou ...Vernon...Ed.
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FROM YOUR CHEMIST

In the following passage, can you find the names of 14 British towns?
Doctors and patients alike are remindeD,OVER AND OVER again, not to treat
antibiotics lightly. We can reduce the efficacy of any dRUG BY misuse. Some GPs are
said to have prescriBED FOR Dubious illnesses such as flu or a cOLD, HAMpering their
value for real emergencY OR Killer diseases. Patients consiDER BY taking pills only for
a short time that no harm is done; the rest they may disCARD IF Feeling better. But the
chemist gives you a whole bOX FOR Distinct reasons: it is needed, WITH A Measured
intent, to continue the joB RIGHT ON to the end of the course. This is norMAL; DON't
think you know better. Prescription reneWALS ALLow you to order six months' pills at a
time. Please watch such batCHES TERribly closELY, in case you are getting something
you don't need. Chemists also offer dispoSAL FOR Discontinued items.
Well, as you can see from the above, there were in fact SIXTEEN towns/cities. Any competitor
who got any 14 (as originally suggested) out of the 16 shown above was considered to be a
winner. So, the thought of an increase in prize money to £20 didn't tempt many since there
were only FOUR entries. All four had any 14 out of the 16 and were therefore all considered to
be winners. The winner, when selected at the AGM was Ken Barrett and by now he will have
received his cheque. Thanks to the other 3 competitors who entered, better luck next time.

TUTTI FRUITI
Back then to the simple wordsearch puzzle which
we have all attempted at one time or another.
Only this one has a slight "twist in the tail".
Having listed the TWENTY fruits hidden in the
grid, you then need to block them out and the
remaining letters will reveal an eight word health
question. The words, as usual go up, down,
sideways, diagonal and back to front.
Thanks again Bill.

As usual, another chance to receive a cheque for £20! Answers please by 13th October 2015 to:
Maurice Tooke, 4, Kenway Close, Rainham, Essex RM13 9PZ

Competitor's name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(You may want to photocopy this page to submit your entry)

The health question is? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Please support your puzzle page
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Spring/Summer meetings 2015
Date

Venue

May
3rd

Hainault Country Park - IG7 4QW

24th

Wick Country Park SS12 9GP

PLEASE NOTE: Cut off date for
submission of articles for the
Autumn 2015 edition of Kite
Wings will be 13th September.
Please support your new Editor.
Remember, NO support equals
NO Magazine!

June
7th

Hainault Country Park - IG7 4QW

21st

Hylands Park - CM2 8WQ

July
5th

Wick Country Park

19th

Melbourne Park Chelmsford - CM1 2EH

August
2nd
16th

Wick Country Park OR Royston Kite Festival, Therfield Heath
SG8 5GB (your choice)
Hainault Country Park

September
6th
13th

Layer Marney Towers Kite Festival 12.00 - 17.00
Wick Kite Festival 11.00 am Wick Country Park

October
4th

Thorndon Country Park (South) - no postcode

18th

Hainault Country Park

Meetings are very informal and usually start around 11.00am. Feel free to come and go as you
please.
New Members: If you need directions or a map for any meeting, please do not hesitate to E-mail
or get in touch with any committee member and we will do our best to help.

CONTACT INFORMATION
All personal information, addresses, telephone numbers etc. have been removed from this online version of the magazine. However, should you wish to contact us, there are three ways to
do so via this website.
1. Membership Secretary via the JOIN US link.
2. General Secretary via the CONTACT US link.
3. Magazine editor via the KITE WINGS link.
Thankyou on behalf of EKG ... www.essexkitegroup.co.uk

